SGTCP Program:

- Approved by PHARMACY COUNCIL OF INDIA for conduct of B.Pharm. and D.Pharm. courses.
- A fast growing sector, Pharma is second only to IT, with a 15% annual growth rate and exports crossing Rs 78,000 crores.
- Programs Offered: (an interdisciplinary industry oriented courses)
  - B Pharmacy: Duration 4 years (8 semesters)
  - Diploma in Pharmacy: Duration 2 years (Annual)
- Admission Criteria: A candidate must have passed 10+2 examination (with minimum of 50% marks) with Physics, Chemistry as compulsory subjects, along with any one from Biology, Mathematics, Biotechnology or Computer Sciences from any recognized board.

Secure your career with industry:

- Excellent learning environment, rich curriculum designed by Pharmacy Council of India coupled with inputs from expert in SGT University, academicians, Pharma scientists from industry, well defined program education objectives and teaching learning methodology, research facilities, and industry institute interface.
- Students are given practical exposures to all theoretical concepts taught in the class.
- Industrial visits begins with first semester onwards and special extension lectures by experts from industry are a regular feature to expand their vision.
- Provision of selecting electives from semester first with curriculum which is choice based credit system is special attraction.
- Collaboration with National and multinational Pharmaceutical and Cosmetics Industries provides ample opportunity to the budding pharmacists for summer / winter internships.
- Professional and business communication tagged with personality building and team work classes are integral part of the syllabus for each semester.
- Pharmacy Paramarsh Kendra helps students for all kind of professional and personal assistance.
- Strong analytical ability, problem solving attitude, independent learning techniques are inculcated in each participant.
Industrial Visit by students of SGTCP

Students interacting with experts from Pharma corporate

Students participating in the curriculum based professional activities

Lab coat ceremony for 1st year students and administration of Pharmacist Oath on orientation day